Overview
What are SATs?
What are the tasks?
How are the children given a ‘level’?

How can we ensure the judgement awarded is
correct?
How can we best support our children?

What are SATs?
SATs – Standard Assessment Tests
SATs help teachers to confirm their ongoing
judgements on your children’s assessment.

It gives schools a clear bench mark that informs
teacher assessment.
It allows for schools across the country to
moderate a child’s current attainment.
The Department for Education use the results to
compare and monitor similar schools so they
can intervene if needed or, in excelling schools,
share good practice.

What are the tasks?
 Reading – Paper 1
 Reading – Paper 2
 Maths – Paper 1 - Arithmetic
 Maths - Paper 2 - Mathematical
fluency, problem-solving and reasoning
 Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar
(optional)
Other national curriculum subjects, including English writing, speaking and listening,
science and computing, will be assessed by your child's teacher based on their work
throughout the year

Let’s take 10 minutes to look through them

Reading
Paper 1 -

400 to 700 words, with questions interspersed.

Paper 2 -

This paper comprises a reading booklet of a selection of passages
totalling 800 to 1100 words.
Children will write their answers in a separate booklet.



These papers should take approximately 30/40
minutes but are not strictly timed.



Will cover a range of fiction, non-fiction and poetry.



Will get progressively more difficult towards the
end of the test.



Teachers will have the option to stop the test at any
point that they feel is appropriate for a particular
child.

Maths
Paper 1: Arithmetic, worth 25 marks and taking
approximately 20 minutes.
Paper 2: Mathematical fluency, problem-solving and
reasoning, worth 35 marks and taking approximately 35
minutes.
• There will be a variety of question types: multiple
choice, matching, true/false, constrained (e.g.
completing a chart or table; drawing a shape) and less
constrained (e.g. where children have to show or
explain their method).
• Children will not be able to use any tools such as
calculators or number lines

English Grammar, Punctuation and
Spelling (optional tasks)
Paper 1: Spelling, worth 20 marks
and taking approximately 15 minutes
Paper 2: Grammar and Punctuation,
worth 20 marks and taking
approximately 20 minutes
• Dictionaries, electronic spell
checkers and bilingual word lists or
translators are not allowed during
these tests.

How are the children given a ‘level’?
The Department for Education aims for 85 % of children to
reach the required standard.
All assessments will be reported to county
Children will be awarded levels based on a teacher’s ongoing
assessment whilst being guided by the standardised score
produced by the SATs.
Working towards
the expected
standard

Working at
Working at the
greater depth
expected standard
within the
expected standard

How can we ensure the judgement
awarded is correct?


We use the assessment materials provided from DfE



We gather evidence from a range of work



We moderate work between Year 2 classes



We moderate work as a whole staff body



We moderate work within a cluster of local schools

How can we best support our
children?
 Continue with reading and asking
questions about the story
 Encourage the children to read ‘unseen’
texts (inference)
 Make number problems a part of every
day life
 Regularly promote writing
 Encouraging the accurate use of spelling
 Focus on accuracy – Punctuation and
Handwriting
 Encourage your child to ‘own the page’
Drawings/Jottings

